
Then that Casket=Church was torn apart. EW 81-2.
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maybe. Then how come the 
"STRAIGHT TESTIMONY 
This is just about

i s 
'"SOME!

THE FIRST THING.
And what some will be SURE=is the MORSI 
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"SATAN...led the Jews in their

BLINDNESS." Tl:345._________ ___
' - .. .. ■ -A-

Very nice 
ADVENTISTS give the 
to the ADVENTISTS? 
where EVERY WRITER has FLOUNDERED.-3-

ORIGINAL,
The Preachers who say they will NEVER 
question the Books by going to hunt out 
the ORIGINAL they will NEVER do that 
lest they become^CONFUSED

between the 
"LAODICEANS?"And we do not want to hear ONE WORi 

?[_anythjipg_ejse.

There are TWO ’T£2™" ‘
TWO_GROUPS!_(We[[_maybe_not!)

And the UNLEARNING oart is the HARDEST 
Part. EW 63. So let's ease into this 
Testimony and PRETEND we NEVER HEARD 11 
BEFORE! Otherwise we will be caught un 
in SDA TRADITION.

THEREFORE:
according to that Theory the only 
SAFE thing to do is NEVER go "OUT"- 
of the Church. So we all feel very 
SAFE about staying IN that Decadent 
and Fallen church.

"November 20,1857, I was shown THE PEO
PLE OF GOD!..." T1:179.

So what makes you think these are LAODI-
CEANS? Just because TRADITION has it -
HOARY WITH AGE!" (Try to find THAT one
'".Your JNDEXO_T621^2_._____________

Now have a real HEAD-ACHE and a PROBLE!’ 
Which are they going to "BELIEVE?" 
"THE SHAKING" chanter EW 269-273 or T1 
179-184. (The REAL ORIGINAL is RH Al: 
32.) Tl:179-184 is the SAME essentiall'

THERE IS ONLY ONE ANSWER:
^We must take this Step by Step. We 
must have a balanced Evaluation. 
We will NEVER understand this in 
1,000 years - going by EW 269.

F&/CA *550.
Jan. /, 1982.

HoeJtn XeAea'teh. Lcbkaky, Box. 1270, 
Gkand FokfzA. BC Canada. VOH 1H().

Do we go by EW 269 or Tl:179=? We CAN
NOT go by BOTH! In fact if we go by EW 
we do not have the slightest Idea WHO 
this is TO! Oh, yes! You might have ... 
some PRE-KNOWLEDGE about some ’’STRAIGH' 
TESTIMONY"to some "LAODICEANS!" But a 
LITTLE Knowledge can be a DANGEROUS 
THING and never was this truer than 
in this Case. "What we have been YEARS 
LEARNING they will have to learn in a 
FEW MONTHS. They will also have much tc 
UNLEARN and much to LEARN AGAIN!"EW 67.

THE FIRST THING.
Yes, the FIRST THING! "I saw SOME..." 

FIRST THING"in EW 
absolutelv at

some

MAYBE SO = MAYBE NOT.
(3)It starts out as ONE GROUP -but 
it ENDS UP in TWO GROUPS.This still 
has NOTHING to do with LAODICEANS. 
N0T=A=W0RD about "LAODICEANS" nor 
a "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY" to any LAOD 
CEANS. There is a definte SHAKING
SPLIT-SEPARATION in the Ranks of 
the "PEOPLE OF G0D"'before we come 
to anything about any LAODICEANS. 
What is the Answer to this MYSTERY'

THE SEALING.
THE SEALING brings a "CUTTING DOWN! 
The Lord is "WHETTING His sword in 
Heaven to CUT=THEM=DOWN!" Tl:190. 
(This is to:"THE LAODICEAN CHURCH") 
T7:199,200. T5 -.81,211-2. GC 27.

"PEOPLE OF GOD?" 
THERE! Do_not_go_one

Just what was the Idea of LEAVING OUT 
THE NAME? And what was the IDEA of the 
SWITCHING of SENTENCES AROUND? Until 
you find out you have NO RIGHT to say 
a Word about "THE SHAKING!" You do 
not know WHO it is FROM let alone 
WHO it is TO! You might THINK you know= = 
bu T _ vou_ DO _ NOTJ^__________ _ _____ ..

There is NOTHING in T1:179 about ANY 
"LAODICEANS" nor on the NEXT PAGE!

We must not do that we must not go 
"OUT!"

There is something DRASTICALLY
WRONG here!”go=ye=OUT=to=meet=him!"
And_do ,not_go_"0UTto_meet Him!

SO LET'S HAVE ANOTHER LOOK:
We know there is a "STRAIGHT TESTI
MONY TO THE LAODICEANS' which brines 
about a SI FT ING=SEPARATI0N=SHAKING. 
Between "WISE" and "FOOLISH." And 
the "WISE" join another MOVEMENT. 
A New "MOVEMENT" is to "COME!" GC 
464. And the "FOOLISH" also "JOIN" 
3nother_M0VEMENTi_GC_608i_T5i463x_„ 
So there HAS to be something WRONG 
with our Understanding of the Testi- 
Li20ies_CONDEMN I NG those who go"OUT!

WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE 
"PEOPLE OF GOD" and the

Now we're REALLY getting ourselves 
CONFUSED? Well, maybe not. You see, 
it is TWO GROUPS and it is NOT two 
Groups^,
UJ Tt starts out with the "PEOPLE 
of God." Is that Right? They have a 
BURDEN and they have a MESSAGE. 
Tbese_are_Cl ass jf jed_as__'_'SOME ! £ 
I2J But now we have another "SOME" 
in the next Page=another Paragraph, 
^o.there are def[nitely TWO GROUPS!!

"LEFT!"
"LEFT1" is the Key-Word.They are LEFT 
BEHIND in "DARKNESS!" "LEFT by the 
Way!" Tl:182. "LEFT" to the Delus
ions that they LOVE! "LEAVING these 
with their sinful traits UNSUBDUED, 
to the CONTROL of EVIL ANGELS."T1: 
187. "When Jesus LEAVES the Most 
Holy... They are LEFT to the CONTROL 
of EVIL ANGELS." Tl:204.

T6 -.261,309,261. By Laodiceans coming in. When the Lord takes charge of))

Like Wild-Horses pulling BOTH WAYS! 
Threatening to TEAR=US=APART! Where 
do our Sympathies lie? Do we go 

d° we n°t 90 "OUT!" ???

fhe’URIAH SMITH’Gr’WHOEVER’ that CHANG
ED this knew what was Coming so he had 
to FIX=IT=UP to read how it was MEANT to 
read! For she certainly did not know 
what she was talking about!_

((50,000 came to 1844. GC 376.

SO THE WHOLE MESS as the Adventist 
Minister is taught by the FROOMS in the 
CEMETERY - is UNCERTAIN=CONFUSED=SELF- 
CONTRADICTORY. Just where do you think 
any Minister would end up who started 
to Preach the TRUTH? That this is the: 

WHOOPS! STOP RIGHT 
Sten further!

^4jAdventists are called "PEOPLE Of 
GOD" and also "PROFESSED PEOPLE OF 
GOD." Which is which? This involves:

THING is it starts out with:

Ye'; = that is the " 
269. So we start out 
SEA! Who is this "SOME""? Is that 
HULA DANCERS? Some MUCK-RAKERS? Perhaps 
some DOG-CATCHERS or GARBAGE-COLLECTORS?

We read of some Statements i n the 
Testimonies of those who go "OUT" 
and every last Adventist says "See! 
they go "OUT" of the Adventist 
Church!

WATCH !!!
We just about have to leave EW strictly 
ALONE! Else we will get all MIXED UP!
Take it from T1 :179 we f i nd J'SOMEJ."
Then on Tl:180 we find ANOTHER“"SOME£" 

that the same "SOME]/1 or another
" ??? Without"knowWflo the TESTI

MONY is sneaking OF or TO how can we 
ever unravel this RIDDLE?
THERE fS ONLY ONE WAY~fweTT~ “maybe"two’. 
FIRST=we need to know just WHO are the: 
"PEOPLE OF GOD!" just HOW are we going 
to find out. At once I seem to hear 200 
Quacking "Oh! That's US! We Adventists 
are the "PEOPLE OF GOD! 
you 100 References where Sr. White said 
so! We are the "PEOPLE OF GOD!"
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AND WHAT EVERYONE SHOULD KNOW:
"We are NOT God's people unless

"Those who are UNITING with the World 
are receiving the WORLDLY MOLD and 

\PREPARING for the Mark of the Beast'. '
T5:216.

’’OUT!”
run

OUT!"

"CONTRARY to any HUMAN PLANNING!" "Ye shall KNOW them by their FRUITS' 
Matt.7:16,20.T5:394. MB 145-6.GC 
464-5.

CONTRARY TO ANY HUMAN PLANNING:
"When the SHAKING comes, by the intro
duction of FALSE THEORIES, these surface 
readers, ANCHORED NOWHERE, are like 
SHIFTING SAND. They SLIDE into any po
sition. ." TM 112.

Window and uses a Brush.CHAFF LIKE A CLOUD qoes OUT of the Book of LIFE1EW I

T5:81 bottom of 
"FALSE BRETHREN

THAT BABYLONISH DARKNESS will start the 
SHAKING as the 11th. Hour men will in 
NO WAY fall for that "SHIFTING SAND!" 
TM 112. And the Battle is on.

H'-_7_.:

"FAITH must UNITE with their WORKS... 
those who claim that their "FAITH ALONE! 
will save them, are trusting to a ROPE= 
OF—SAND!" SOP 3:331. "FAITH is...made 
PERFECT_by_WORKS_only._’j_ (Same. J _

"When this REFORMATION BEGINS. ..Those 
who have NOT been living in Christian 
Fel1owship(not been going to Church AT 
ALL!)will draw close to one another." 
T8:251. (See the condition of the back- 
si idden Church at this Time!T8:25O.)

Will the Angels of God WIN? No, they 
will NOT! They will LEAVE the "SOME" of 
T1:l80. And the ANGEL GUARD is DOUBLED 
aroundthe "SOME" of Tl:179.

"Those OUTSIDE of the City are amou- 
the MOST CONFIDENT, BOASTFUL, and 
apparently ZEALOUS ONES who live in 
word(Faith ALONE!) but not in DEED 
and in TRUTH...They are AFRAID to do 
RIGHT and follow Christ...to avoid 
reproach and trials, and to escape 

and, with I- 
DOLATERS, LIARS, and all Sinners, 
they are RIPENING for the SECOND 

REATH- 
"They profess FAITH, but it is not 
LIVING Faith because it is not sus
tained by WORKS. Faith without Works 
is DEAD=being ALONE...SATAN BELIEVES 
...yet this kind of "FAITH" possesses, 
NO VIRTUE." T2:657.(Ever hear any 
Preacher tell us the DIFFERENCE be-

"A CONSISTENT Faith is RARE..GENUINE 
FAITH=sustained by WORKS, is SELDOM

___________________________  
"IN THE MORAL DARKNESS of this World 
..If they obey the Teachings of Christ 
..they will be SEEKING CONTINUALLY 
for PERFECTION of..CHARACTER,and will 
be., the LIGHT of the WorldL"T2^631._ 
"This"'will" require' EF FORT= MEDITATION 
PRAYER=EXERTION=DISCIPLINE=VICTORIES = 

Those who consider their own interests 
..Their CHARACTER. . is WORTHLESS DROSS"

MADE=VERY=CLEAR in 
the page where 
are DISTINGUISHED from the TRUE."

-(■(the work Himself=He orings m a

So who are the "PEOPLE OF GOD!1' those 
who were with AHAB and JEZEBEL!

Here is where we run into the much 
maligned word "OUT!" OUT of WHAT? 
"Many a STAR that we have admired 
for its brilliancy will then go 
OUT in DARKNESS. CHAFF like a CLOUD 
will be borne away on the WIND... 
When Trees without FRUIT are CUT 
DOWN...MULTITUDES of FALSE BRETHREN 
are distinguished from the TRUE, 
then the HIDDEN ONES will be re- 
VEALED to view." T5:81.

As History is Repeated "THE PEOPLE OF 
GOD!"- again must have the "POINTED TES
TIMONY. ..to the LAODICEANS!" T3:260

ANCHOR; The Third Angel's Message is 
the "ANCHOR" of the Most Holy Place.
EW 254-6. SAND: "Seventh-day Adventists

"FAITH ALONE!" is a STUPID BABYLON con
coction with NO SENSE nor MEANING. It 
is listed in GC 464-473 as the COUNTER
FEIT and PRESUMPTION!" SC 60-1.

(3TThose~MESMERiZED’"BRAiN:WASHED" 
they call it by the TRADITIONS 
of men who make themselves EVERY
TH I NG=see those who go "OUT!" mean
ing "OUT!" of that wonderful CHURCH. 
Then that Church must be basking in 
BRILLIANT "LIGHT!" But what if‘ the 
"PEOPLE OF GOD" are not Church.-mem- 

_ ,______________

CLEANSED! of the RUBBISH who go "OUT" 
of their Ranks and go into the "MIDNIGHT 
DARKNES" Church ■ they SWORE they would 
NEVER aid and abett POISONOUS DRUGS but 
there they are BACK with BRINSMEAD and 
HUDSON i960. You hear NOTHING from them 

_sincex_TheY_were_and_are2___
"SOME, Isaw..~. seemed"INDIFFERENCE and 
CARELESS. They were not RESISTING the 
DARKNESS around them, and it shut them 
in like a thick CLOUD. The ANGELS of God 
LEFT THESE...the Angels LEFT those who 
made NO EFFORT!" (That was the MAIN MES
SAGE of the AWAKENING to this Day!)T1: 
180-1/>]$. RH Al :19/4i268i331i362J519.

th6se~"leftT"
by the Holy Angels in T1:180-1. Are seer 
in T5:81 as being."CUT DOWN!" And the 
"HIDDEN ONES" join the "PROCESSION" on 
their way to give the "STRAIGHT TESTI
MONY" to the Laodiceans. And what messa^dangers. . .are COWARDS, 
do they have for them? "Go ye OUT to 
meet Him!" (And the "WISE" join another 
"MOVEMENT" also called "COMPANY!") COL 
406. Tl:181.

DARKNESS.
This is a Picture of the "PEOPLE 
OF GOD" whoever and wherever they 
are it is the 11th. Hour men that 
NO CHURCH would "HIRE"- they are not 
"HIRELINGS!" They stand ready to 
work in the Market-Place but "NO 
MAN" would hire them so it will be 
seen that the Lord wi1 I take care 
2f_the_work_HIMSELF._TM_3002507.__

IN THIS HOUR
and in this Time SATAN, knowing his 
Time is Short will FURIOUSLY try to 
bring his "DARKNESS" into the Ranks of 
"THE PEOPLE OF GOD!" T1:179"180.

They are on the way to give the 
LOUD CRY. But they have to make 2 
Stops_on_the Way.
IT)They have a Fight among them
selves. This is the START of the 
"SHAKING." Evil Angels are trying 
DESPERATELY to put a STOP to this 
'J M 0 V E ME N T _ t h a t _ s h a 1 1 _ 'J C 0 M E ]G C _4 6_ I. 
(2j§y FALSE REVIVALS springing up 
EVERYWHERE! THE COUNTERFEIT. Also 
ca1 led:"DARKNESS!" "Every WIND of 
Doctrine will be BLOWING!" T5:80.

"BOOKS of a New Order!" that will con
stitute them a "NEW ORGANIZATION" that 
we are not to "JOIN!" SM 2:390. Which 
will be clutching at "ROPES of SAND!" 
which is the "OMEGA" SM 1:204-5.

The RANKS of the 11th Hour men is now 
__ . . _

They are called' "THE PEOPLE OF G0D"but 
they are actually only the "PROFESSED 
PEOPLE OF GOD!" and the distinction is

Then CONTRARY to all human planning the 
NUMBERS "LESSEN1 as we see in Tl:182.
As we see by the FOOTNOTES on this page, 
as the LAODICEANS among the "PEOPLE OF 
GOD" SYMPATHIZE with the poor, abused 
"LAODICEANS" and go BACK to MOTHER! They 
became so TIRED of being "AL0NE!"_EW 10J.

~~~ EjjjAH
"They thought...he must have LOST=HIS= 
SENSES because he DENOUNCED THEM! the 
favored "PEOPLE OF GOD!" T3-.261.


